
AIOPS20PP Artificial Intelligence Curriculum 2020 day study Pori 210 cr

CURRICULUM/BACHELOR'S DEGREE

The curriculum confirmation process concerning the degree programme in Artificial Intelligence
has progressed as follows:

The Management Team of the Faculty of Technology gave an opinion on 10 October 2019. The
Education Committee processed the curriculum on 17 October 2019 and on 11 December 2019.

The curriculum was approved on 13th of December 2019 by Vice president, Education Services
for the degree programmes commencing in 2020.

1 CURRICULA AT SATAKUNTA UNIVERSITY OF APPLIED SCIENCES

The curricula at Satakunta University of Applied Sciences (SAMK) are based on competences
and comply with the national and international degree frameworks. Studies are carried out by an
individual and flexible approach. The aim is to achieve even exceptional competence entities by
combining core competences and complementary competences in a variety of ways.

The prerequisite competences for a degree are defined in the curricula. In addition, the
curriculum includes the learning outcomes and contents of the modules/courses. Course
descriptions provide more detailed information of the aims, contents and evaluation criteria in
that particular course implementation.

The curriculum is used to plan studies and to select course implementations. It includes basic
and professional studies as well as practical training and finally at the end a thesis. By getting
familiar with the curriculum, the students develop an idea of how the studies advance towards
the degree.

The students achieve the competences required for a degree by completing studies on core
competences. In addition, they can select appropriate complementary studies to develop their
professional profile. They can include complementary studies from all Bachelor’s degree
programmes at SAMK in their personal study plan (HOPS).

The degrees completed at SAMK comply with the Act on Universities of Applied Sciences
(A1129/2014).

2 STUDIES IN THE ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE DEGREE PROGRAMME

Artificial Intelligence (AI) is shaking the field of technology as we speak. In addition to its
impact on science, it has already changed the way we develop new products, games and
services. Students of the degree programme will get hands-on experience on applying industry-
standard AI tools in cooperation with the vivid ecosystem of companies in the field of Artificial
Intelligence, Machine Learning and Robotics located in Satakunta.
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Today AI is in a form of tools and libraries that does not require scientific background to use
them. There is a growing demand for programmers with hands-on experience and understanding
of these tools that can harness the power of AI in different usage scenarios.

This curriculum aims at educating professional coders and software professionals with the
required hands-on skills for implementing modern AI tools and methods into various scenarios
from basic data-analysis, combinatorics and machine learning to implementing state-of-the-art
computer vision, reinforcement learning and chat bots to serve better the various needs of
companies in different industries.

The graduates are capable of working as coders but with the additional hands-on skills for
working close to the company data and the AI technologies used in the company. The graduates
also have the necessary understanding to detect situations where AI can be implemented
efficiently to create significant value for the company. This is achieved by offering the theory
and related mathematical skills covering a variety of the industry-standard AI tools and methods
and by also implementing these tools and methods in practice in several real-life projects offered
and mentored by the vivid ecosystem of RoboAI partner companies. RoboAI is a research center
for AI and robotics that functions as a global innovation platform for research, development,
education and competence and consists of 30+ experts in the fields of automation, robotics,
artificial intelligence and welfare technology. The center of the RoboAI has a joint-use
laboratory located at the heart of SAMK Campus Pori. As AI is also devoted for social good,
courses include ethics and social responsibility, with the option to participate in independent
study projects that change the world for the better — in areas like healthcare, transportation and
education.

The skills acquired:

• Fundamentals of AI
• Supervised, unsupervised and reinforcement learning
• Neural networks, including deep learning and self-organizing network
• Natural language processing and semantic computing
• Programming and software engineering
• Hands-on in AI tools and environments
• Data preparation
• Entrepreneurship

Pedagogical methods like problem based learning and flipped learning are used to better equip
students with the necessary skills to quickly and independently find new information and to
learn new technologies also after graduation. From industry perspective, this skill has been
repeatedly identified as one of the key competencies in the rapidly evolving field of technology.
The curriculum also offers studies in entrepreneurship and encourages for innovation and
creative thinking.

Throughout the studies students will also polish the other identified key competences such as
good teamwork skills, ability to work in a responsible manner, ability to follow timelines, ability
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for self-motivation and good decision making skills.

This curriculum is designed to meet the ever-growing demand for skilled coders with the
theoretical understanding and hands-on skills in databases, data-analytics, machine learning and
all the main aspects of AI.

The Artificial Intelligence degree is a part of the Information and Communication Technology
(ICT) field. The structure and its modules/courses can be found on the curriculum roadmap. The
competence levels of the courses/modules are described as basic, intermediate and advanced
levels. Basic level requires no previous competence but it is required for the intermediate level.
The difficulty of the courses advances through the curriculum and advanced levels are usually
studied towards the end of the degree studies.

The degree studies are conducted in English, which enables the programme to welcome
international degree students to study in the programme. This creates a possibility for both
Finnish and exchange students to learn how to work in international and multi-cultural teams
and to polish their English skills. English is considered as the de facto working language in
many companies throughout the world.

At SAMK, every student compiles an individual study plan (ISP/HOPS) with the help of the
teacher tutor at the initial stages of the studies. The purpose of this plan is to make the
curriculum more personal and it is based on the future career plans of the student.

With the help of this plan, it is easier to understand the structure of the studies and how to
proceed with them. It includes information on the mandatory, elective, and alternative studies,
and a roadmap of the courses. Completion of the studies is monitored and the individual study
plan is updated at least once a year, or when necessary, during development discussions with the
tutor teacher.

Recognition of prior learning (RPL/AHOT) promotes lifelong learning. A university student is
given the opportunity to demonstrate that through prior learning, the student masters the learning
outcomes regardless of where or how the competence has been acquired. The competence must
correspond with the learning objectives of the curriculum of the degree programme. Students
can apply for substitution, competence demonstration and inclusions on the studies with  their
previously acquired skills or studies

The growth of competence proceeds as follows:

During the 1st year the basic principles of programming and computation are introduced. The
student learns how the information can be represented and processed in computer systems, as
well as fundamental techniques to manage data and solve problems using computer programs.
Together these form the foundations for more in-depth study of computation in future years.

The 2nd year is built on year 1, covering more advanced programming and data structures,
together with related mathematics. Courses offered will develop greater understanding of
software development, decision-making, learning from data, and the internals of computers or
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computer systems.

During the 3rd year, the studies become more focused. Coursework assignments typically
provide you with experience in practical work, independent problem solving, and group work.
Year 3 includes projects and theme studies where the students learn to develop a viable project
starting from a given topic. There is a variety of choices in selecting the project and a supervisor
guiding the process.

Bachelor’s thesis and maturity test

In the thesis (15cr), the students demonstrate their ability to apply the knowledge and skills in
practical expert duties related to the professional studies. The topics of Bachelor’s theses are
characteristically concrete and related to work practice in cooperation with working life in
Finland or abroad. The results are immediately applicable. The Bachelor’s thesis can be a
research-oriented or an action-based project work. Research-oriented Bachelor’s thesis follows
the principles of research in logic, methods and communication. An action-based thesis
(e.g.project work) is also reported by means of research communication.

Language studies

Legislation(424/2003, 932/2014 ja 1129/2014) requires that a holder of a Bachelor’s degree has
knowledge of Finnish or Swedish and knowledge of one or two foreign languages. The language
skills can be demonstrated as part of the degree studies or otherwise. As regards oral and written
skills in the second national language, the student is required to attain at least one excellent and
one satisfactory grade. The student must demonstrate Swedish and Finnish language skills
required of the state personnel in bilingual authorities. The student is required to attain the level
of Finnish and Swedish language skills and also skills in one or two foreign languages needed
for carrying on a profession and for professional development. To fulfil the basic studies, non-
Finnish students acquire basic language skills in Finnish and can deepen their competence by
continuing Finnish studies throughout their education.

Maturity test

A Bachelor's degree includes the maturity test from the field covered by the thesis 
Decree352/2003). In the maturity test, the student demonstrates his or her familiarity with the
field. The maturity test is taken for both a Bachelor's degree and a Master's degree.

Elective studies

The student has the right to include at least the minimum amount of elective studies (10 cr) in
the degree, as defined in the curriculum. The elective studies can be chosen from the educational
options of either Satakunta University of Applied Sciences or its partner institutions. Studies
completed by using the procedure of recognizing previously acquired competences can also be
accepted as part of the elective studies.
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BASIC STUDIES: 22 cr

AIOPS20PP-1001 Basic Studies: 22 cr

SY172000 Starting UAS Studies: 1 cr

Competence

Orientation to studies, getting familiar with the UAS studies and the learning environment, acting
according to SAMK´s instructions and regulations. Planning studies and using the tools of
planning. Basic IT skills needed in studies. He or she plans the studies and uses the tools needed
in planning, e.g. the curriculum and personal study plan (HOPS) and uses the UAS as a learning
environment. The student uses the counselling and support services intended for students.

Classification of competence: basic competence
Content

Starting UAS studies, i.e. planning studies, personal study plan (HOPS). SAMK´s degree
regulations, procedural instructions related to studies. SAMK´s net, e-mail, Moodle, SAMK ID.
Loki: enrolment, searching for courses, changing the personal study plan(HOPS), enrolment for
the academic year. SAMK e-Services. Oiva: links and information retrieval. TimeEdit:
schedules. Library: SAMK´s Finna, course books, services provided by the web pages of the
library, e-Journals.

SY172001 Basic Use of Office: 1 cr

Competence

Common use of office programmes.
Content

Word: report, model templates, styles, table of contents, references, standard layout.
Powerpoint: inserting text and images, structure and design of a power point presentation.
Excel: calculations, tables, modelling and charts.

SY172100 Basics of Entrepreneurship: 3 cr

Competence

Finding out about the significance of entrepreneurship in society. Identifying business prospects
and entrepreneurship in one´s own field and getting to know different forms of entrepreneurship.
Evaluating career prospects related to entrepreneurship and understanding the significance of
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networking and sales. Learning about the key factors of starting and planning a business.

Classification of competence: basic level
Content

significance of entrepreneurship in society, business prospects and entrepreneurship in one´s own
field, different forms of entrepreneurship, entrepreneurship as a career option, networking and
sales-minded approach in entrepreneurship, recognizing the key factors and phases in starting a
business, the basics of planning a business, company forms.

SY172200 Workplace Skills: 3 cr

Competence

The student knows the employee&rsquo:s most important rights and obligations and is able to
apply them into practice. The student is able to work in a variety of workplaces and work tasks.
He or she is able to assess his or her own competence and identify the needs for development.

Classification of competence: basic level
Content

Workplace as a learning environment; job-finding and the required documents; job interview and
career planning; labour contract legislation; employment contract; initiation and orientation to
work and the work setting; subordinate skills; preparedness for change; sharing, enhancement
and maintenance of one&rsquo:s own expertise; skills in receiving and giving feedback; respect
and evaluation of others; personal strengths related to studies and work.

SY172300 Professional Communication: 3 cr

Competence

Development of the most typical oral and written skills required in interaction and
communication related to studies and work, expert communication, identification of the meaning
of communication in a workplace with networks, competence management relates to studies.

Classification of competence: basic level
Content

Communication and argumentation skills in professionalism, the most important documents in
studies and work (report, memo, agenda, summary, handout, messages related to recruitment)
text types and recommendations on language use, presentation skills, meeting technique and
negotiation skills, group work dynamics.

SY172301 Swedish, written skills: 1.5 cr

Competence
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The student has the oral and written skills in Swedish required by the Act on the Universities of
Applied Sciences. He or she has the Swedish skills required in most common professional
contexts and is able to read professional texts in Swedish. Goal level B1

Prerequisite skills: Skill level A2 - B1
Content

Texts in professional Swedish. Increase of the most important vocabulary and the most common
interactive situations and interaction with clients.

SY172302 Swedish, oral skills: 1.5 cr

Competence

The student has the oral and written skills in Swedish required by the Act on the Universities of
Applied Sciences. He or she has the Swedish skills required in most common professional
contexts and is able to read professional texts in Swedish. Goal level B1

Prerequisite skills: Skill level A2 - B1
Content

Texts in professional Swedish. Increase of the most important vocabulary and the most common
interactive situations and interaction with clients.

SY172303 English: 3 cr

Competence

The student has the oral and written skills in English required by the Act on the Universities of
Applied sciences. He or she has the English skills required in most common professional
contexts and is able to read professional texts in English. Goal level B1 - B2.

Prerequisite skills: Skill level B1
Content

Texts in professional English and the spesific features of English related to the field of education.
Increase of the most important professional vocabulary. The most common interactive situations.

SY172400 Basics of Project Activities: 3 cr

Competence

Getting acquainted with the basic concepts and methods in project management, the structures of
organizations, roles and interest groups. Definition of the goals, means, tasks, responsibilities,
schedule, budget and reporting in a project at a basic level. Getting familiar with the methods of
communication and planning of communication in project activities. The specific features of
different fields are studied by doing exercises and assignments.
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Classification of competence:basic level
Content

Basic concepts of project management, different roles in a project organization, resources and
follow-up in a project, project plan, communication as part of a project, different interest groups
in a project, managing people and issues as part of project management. Specific requirements of
different fields.

SY172900 Research Communication: 2 cr

Competence

information retrieval skills, research writing, research ethics

Classification of competence: intermediate level
Content

information retrieval skills, searches from databases of the field and specific to professions,
evaluation of reliability, copyright, research writing, references, paraphrasing, text references and
list of references, formal style, text types of the maturity exam, thesis report and its parts, thesis
instructions, critical reading of researches, research ethics, identification and consideration of the
most important ethical principles in research, publicity, anonymity, research permissions,
plagiarism

PROFESSIONAL STUDIES: 133 cr

AIOPS20PP-1002 Professional Studies: 133 cr

AIOPS20PP-1012 Programming Skills: 43 cr

AI200101 Programming Basics: 4 cr

Competence

Student learns the basic concepts of programming, from variables to the first simple programs
Content

Creating logical expressions, converting numbers to different reading systems, implementing
simple programs in the selected programming language.

AI200102 Object-Oriented Programming: 6 cr

Competence

Student learns the basic concepts of programming, from variables to the first simple programs
Content
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Creating logical expressions, converting numbers to different reading systems, implementing
simple programs in the selected programming language.

AI200103 Web Programming Basics: 4 cr

Competence

Web programming, Web site design, content and layout.
Content

Markup languages, structured documents, content management.

AI200104 Relational Databases: 5 cr

Competence

A student acquires basic understanding of relational databases and the related basic tools.
Content

Mathematical sets, retrieving and modifying database data, set theory, concepts of the relational
database, handling language of the relational database

AI200105 Database Programming: 5 cr

Competence

This course focuses on processing of database data by software, objectivization of data,
procedural use of SQL language, implementation of objects stored in the database, use of
metadata.
Content

Database processing programming interface, object-to-relationship transformations using
appropriate programming design templates, procedural portions of SQL language, triggers,
database procedures and functions, relational database metadata.

AI200106 Server Architectures: 5 cr

Competence

Server requirements and design, storage systems.
Content

Infrastructure, implementation of services

AI200107 Introduction to Networks: 4 cr

Competence

A student acquires a basic understanding of data networks, acquires the ability to design a simple
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information network, learns the skills to apply basic configurations for its devices and the ability
to divide the cyberspace into subnets.
Content

Data networks, information networks, device configurations, subnets

AI200108 Domain Services: 5 cr

Competence

The structure, purpose and connectivity of LAN services, outline of LAN network
Content

Local area network, domain, directory, service entity

AI200109 Industrial Software Production: 5 cr

Competence

A student acquires skills and theoretical tools for working in different industrial software
productions.
Content

IT system competence, business competence, ICT project know-how, innovation competence,
phase distribution models, agile methods, documentation, quality management, product
management and versioning, testing, commissioning, maintenance,
requirements planning.

AIOPS20PP-1004 Data Skills: 44 cr

AI200201 Basics of Data Analytics: 4 cr

Competence

Student learns the basics of data analytics.
Content

Adoption of basic statistical concepts, understanding of probability calculation, understanding
Bayesian modeling, visual presentation of data.

AI200202 Local Virtual Environments and Working with Command Line
Tools: 3 cr

Competence

The libraries and frameworks required for different AI methods can be managed through virtual
environments which is easily done by command line tools. Students acquire routine in setting up
different AI environments with right dependencies.
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Content

Virtual local environments, venv, pip, working with command line, handling dependencies,
solving errors, AI exercises.

AI200203 Data Preparation: 4 cr

Competence

In this course students practice with different types of data and prepare it for use with data
analysis tools, neural networks and other AI tools. The basic skills are acquired by lectures and
exercises.
Content

Data preparation techniques and theory with Python. Pandas, SKLearn, (SciPy,NumPy)

AI200204 Database Management System: 4 cr

Competence

Student learns to embrace the general idea of the relational database management system,
installing, configuring and using the database management system, executing general
management measures, perceiving the way operations are performed, and ways to improve
performance.
Content

Database management system structure, events, concurrency, backup and recovery, access rights,
optimization and indexing, monitoring.

AI200205 Big Data and NoSQL Databases: 4 cr

Competence

Student acquires understanding in the Big Data concept and the ability to choose the appropriate
database option for your data.
Content

Big Data Characteristics, Hadoop, NoSQL Database Knowledge

AI200206 Cloud computing and GPUs: 3 cr

Competence

In this course students get familiar with setting up and working with cloud computing
environments through the market leader providers. Student acquires understanding in using
computing engines also equipped with GPUs.
Content
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Cloud Computing, SSH, pipelines, working with servers, instances, computing engines and
buckets. Tensorflow, GPU computing, Keras. Exercises in 1-2 service providers offering GPU
computing.

AI200207 Statistical Methods: 5 cr

Competence

A student learns to describe and analyse observation data and to model numerically measurable
phenomena statistically.
Content

Describing and analyzing observation data, statistical modeling of numerically measurable
phenomena.

AI200208 Database Design: 5 cr

Competence

Student acquires skills in conceptual, logical and physical design of a relational database.
Content

Relational model, relational algebra, concept modeling, database schema, normalization,
relational database definition language.

AI200209 Data Analytics: Tools: 4 cr

Competence

A student learns to use the programming and scripting languages for data analytics for problem
solving. A student learns the fundamentals of the basic tools used in data analytics.
Content

Programming and scripting languages and tools for data analysis.

AI200210 Machine Learning: 4 cr

Competence

Understanding the machine learning process, identifying and cleaning data sources, creating a
predictive model, testing and validating a model.
Content

Supervised / unsupervised learning, linear regression, decision trees, random forest, predictive
modeling, machine learning process, classification, clustering.

AI200211 Data Mining: 4 cr

Content
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In this course students work through set of data mining exercises. Students acquire the necessary
skills for managing the usual data mining tasks.

AIOPS20PP-1005 Artificial Intelligence Skills: 36 cr

AI200301 Introduction to AI: 3 cr

Competence

In this introductory course, the students get their first basic insights to AI, its history, present
state and future. The student acquires basic understanding of different techniques and tools used
in practical AI today and gets to see how things are implemented in practice. This course
discusses AI from different perspectives from neuroscience to philosophy to mathematics. This
course aims to inspire and to motivate but also offers an important starting point for all future AI
studies
Content

The history of AI, neuroscience and philosophical perspectives. Walkthrough of main AI
scenarios. Basic AI terminology and concepts. Inspiring hands on AI projects.

AI200302 AI Programming (Python): 6 cr

Competence

Python is widely used in AI-programming both in the scientific field and in commercial use and
it is often regarded as the de facto programming language for AI. Python users form a vast,
strong and vivid ecosystem continuously providing easy-to-approach documentation and real-
world examples regarding the rapidly changing AI techniques, frameworks and libraries. Most -
if not all - state-of-the-art AI tools have support for Python. This is why Python is the main
language in AI-related work thoughout the studies in AI Academy.
Content

Jupyter notebook, variables, lists, functions and objects with the latest version of Python.
Importing and using AI libraries, Sklearn, Pandas.

AI200303 Basic AI Tools: 3 cr

Competence

This course provides insight to the state-of-the-art libraries and frameworks available for free
scientific and commercial use today. It also demonstrates some of the available commercial
APIs. Students acquire further understanding of different AI scenarios and the respective state-
of-art tools for inspecting and solving AI-related problems from basic data-analysis,
combinatorics, classification tasks and NLP to intelligent and automatic agents. This course
prepares students with the required basic level hands-on skills to be able to work with the real
world AI-related problems provided by academy teachers and the companies of RoboAI
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ecosystem in Pori (AI projects I-III).
Content

Python, AI theory, regression, decision trees, random forest & gradient boosting, clustering
(K&SOM)(SKLearn), neural networks and convolution (SKLearn,Keras). Natural language
processing (NLTK),

AI200304 NLP, Natural Language Processing: 4 cr

Competence

Students learn to use the state-of-the-art frameworks and libraries for analyzing text
programmatically. Students work closely with word vectors and acquire the skills for
implementing custom nlp pipelines for different types of nlp tasks from text classification and
comparison to implementing chat bots.
Content

Python, NLTK, SKLearn, SpaCy, word embeddings, text comparison techniques, text
classification techniques, nlp pipelines, chatbot integration.

AI200305 Intelligent and Autonomic Agents: 4 cr

Competence

This course introduces a variety of techniques for implementing intelligent and autonomic
decision-making algorithms to various scenarios from self-playing games to self-driving cars.
Content

Python, SKLearn, GYM, regression, decision trees, Monte Carlo, combining DNNs to decision
trees, AlphaZero. Exercises with GYM, decision trees and Monte Carlo.

AI200306 Commercial AI Service Integration: 4 cr

Competence

This course focuses on implementing market leading commercial AI-APIs. This course gives
hands-on experience for some of the most used AI services (Google, Amazon) but also gives the
necessary basic skills to generalize the acquired knowledge and skills for using other service
providers as well.
Content

Exercises with Google Cloud Services and other services providing AI tool integration. Exercises
in chatbot integration and auto machine learning integration.

AI200307 Combinatorics and Optimization: 4 cr

Competence
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This course provides knowledge on how to solve complex optimization problems via
combinatorial and discrete optimization. It introduces combinatorial (discrete) optimization,
providing an exposition of some of the most central concepts and algorithmic approaches to
solving computationally hard optimization problems at large.
Content

Explanation of properties of and connection between decision, search, enumeration, and
optimization problems. Examples of polynomial-time and NP-hard optimization problems.
Descriptions of distinctive characteristics of exhaustive and local search style optimization
algorithms. Presentations of NP hard optimization problems.

AI200308 Working with Neural Network Models: 4 cr

Competence

In this course students work through a set of exercises designed by the teachers for acquiring the
required theoretical, mathematical understanding and practical skills for working with different
neural network structures. The mathematics in this course is minimized to serve the better
understanding in tuning the available parameters of a system. The different state-of-the-art
network models are discussed with students through lectures, self-studies and small group
exercises. This course also provides the required skills for “Machine vision and convolutional
neural networks” course.
Content

Relevant mathematical basic understanding of concepts: neuron, connection, squared error,
gradient decent, back propagation. Theoretical understanding in multiple non-linear regression,
perceptron, dense neural network(NN), convolution(CNN), recurrency, recursiveness, generative
networks. Exercises in NN and CNN.

AI200309 Machine Vision and Convolutional Neural Networks: 4 cr

Competence

Students study and implement different neural network models to real world image classification
tasks. Students are also introduced to the problematics of robot vision. While image recognition
is the main topic of the course, students get an insight for using convolutional networks in other
scenarios as well.
Content

Python, Keras, OpenCV, cloud computing, physics of image formation, motion vision, image
processing and filtering. Exercises in image classification, face detection, face recognition, robot
vision

AIOPS20PP-1006 Theme Studies on AI: (changing themes based on current
trends): 15 cr

AI200401 AI theme I: 5 cr
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Competence

Theme studies are studies that will be tailored for the needs of the students to better meet the
requirements of the real-world assignments arising from the needs of the industry and society.
Students can use theme studies to strengthen their skills and theoretic understanding in any topic
that needs further insight. AI themes also allow teachers to include the latest advancements in the
rapidly evolving AI industry to the curriculum when needed.

AI200402 AI theme II: 5 cr

Competence

Theme studies are studies that will be tailored for the needs of the students to better meet the
requirements of the real-world assignments arising from the needs of the industry and society.
Students can use theme studies to strengthen their skills and theoretic understanding in any topic
that needs further insight. AI themes also allow teachers to include the latest advancements in the
rapidly evolving AI industry to the curriculum when needed.

AI200403 AI theme III: 5 cr

Competence

Theme studies are studies that will be tailored for the needs of the students to better meet the
requirements of the real-world assignments arising from the needs of the industry and society.
Students can use theme studies to strengthen their skills and theoretic understanding in any topic
that needs further insight. AI themes also allow teachers to include the latest advancements in the
rapidly evolving AI industry to the curriculum when needed.

AIOPS20PP-1007 Project Studies AI: (hands-on studies driven by the
industry): 15 cr

AI200501 AI project I: 5 cr

Competence

Project studies refer to working in real world assignments arising from the industry and society.
Students work in small groups, guided by the mentors, solving assignments and acquiring
required skills and theoretical understanding.

AI200502 AI project II: 5 cr

Competence

Project studies refer to working in real world assignments arising from the industry and society.
Students work in small groups, guided by the mentors, solving assignments and acquiring
required skills and theoretical understanding.

AI200503 AI project III: 5 cr
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Competence

Project studies refer to working in real world assignments arising from the industry and society.
Students work in small groups, guided by the mentors, solving assignments and acquiring
required skills and theoretical understanding.

ELECTIVE STUDIES: 10 cr

AIOPS20PP-1008 Elective Studies: 10 cr

V180055 Finnish 1 (3 cr): 3 cr

Competence

The student can manage simple everyday communicative situations using expressions related to
one’s personal life and surroundings. The student can understand and produce short texts on
familiar and everyday topics (e.g. e-mail, text message) by using the basic grammatical
structures and vocabulary.

CEFR (Common European Framework Reference level): A1.1 - A1.2
Content

Communication, vocabulary and structures. Possible themes include personal life, family and
friends; studying, work and free time; home, housing, living in Finland; public services (e.g.
shopping and library); travelling; time, weather, seasons. Getting to know Pori. Local museums
and other attractions.
Course will cover basic Finnish grammar and communication skills, including speaking, writing,
speech comprehension and reading. Grammatical themes covered include basic conjugation and
declension, verb and noun types, basic sentence types, pronunciation and variation between
written and spoken language. Course will consist of classroom teaching and additional
homework. For the content, see description above. No prior Finnish or linguistics knowledge is
required.

WORK PLACEMENT: 30 cr

HASY0510 Practical Training: 5 cr

Competence

Practical training promoting professional competence is always goal-oriented, planned, evaluated
and supervised. The aim of practical training is to initiate the student into the most important
professional tasks in work practice and to apply the skills and knowledge into practice. (Act on
Universities of Applied Sciences 1129/2014). Practical training can be completed either in the
private or public sector, as an entrepreneur or in some other setting in Finland or abroad. In
addition to these instructions the faculties and degree programmes can have their own
complementary instructions on practical training.
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Practical training is accepted if the following requirements are fulfilled:
- it is related to the student’s professional studies and provides an opportunity to apply the
theoretical professional skills and knowledge into practical professional tasks
- it is supervised, planned and goal-oriented
- an agreement has been made on practical training with the placement
- the student follows the instructions, working hours and practices of the placement

ME1205, Degree Regulations
Decree on Universities of Applied Sciences 1129/2014
Act on Universities of Applied Sciences 932/2014

HASY0511 Practical Training: 5 cr

Competence

Practical training promoting professional competence is always goal-oriented, planned, evaluated
and supervised. The aim of practical training is to initiate the student into the most important
professional tasks in work practice and to apply the skills and knowledge into practice. (Act on
Universities of Applied Sciences 932/2014). Practical training can be completed either in the
private or public sector, as an entrepreneur or in some other setting in Finland or abroad. In
addition to these instructions the faculties and degree programmes can have their own
complementary instructions on practical training.
Practical training is accepted if the following requirements are fulfilled:
- it is related to the student’s professional studies and provides an opportunity to apply the
theoretical professional skills and knowledge into practical professional tasks
- it is supervised, planned and goal-oriented
- an agreement has been made on practical training with the placement
- the student follows the instructions, working hours and practices of the placement

ME1205, Degree Regulations
Decree on Universities of Applied Sciences 1129/2014
Act on Universities of Applied Sciences 932/2014

HASY0512 Practical Training: 5 cr

Competence

Practical training promoting professional competence is always goal-oriented, planned, evaluated
and supervised. The aim of practical training is to initiate the student into the most important
professional tasks in work practice and to apply the skills and knowledge into practice. (Act on
Universities of Applied Sciences 932/2014). Practical training can be completed either in the
private or public sector, as an entrepreneur or in some other setting in Finland or abroad. In
addition to these instructions the faculties and degree programmes can have their own
complementary instructions on practical training.
Practical training is accepted if the following requirements are fulfilled:
- it is related to the student’s professional studies and provides an opportunity to apply the
theoretical professional skills and knowledge into practical professional tasks
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- it is supervised, planned and goal-oriented
- an agreement has been made on practical training with the placement
- the student follows the instructions, working hours and practices of the placement

ME1205, Degree Regulations
Decree on Universities of Applied Sciences 1129/2014
Act on Universities of Applied Sciences 932/2014

HASY0513 Practical Training: 5 cr

Competence

Practical training promoting professional competence is always goal-oriented, planned, evaluated
and supervised. The aim of practical training is to initiate the student into the most important
professional tasks in work practice and to apply the skills and knowledge into practice. (Act on
Universities of Applied Sciences 932/2014). Practical training can be completed either in the
private or public sector, as an entrepreneur or in some other setting in Finland or abroad. In
addition to these instructions the faculties and degree programmes can have their own
complementary instructions on practical training.
Practical training is accepted if the following requirements are fulfilled:
- it is related to the student’s professional studies and provides an opportunity to apply the
theoretical professional skills and knowledge into practical professional tasks
- it is supervised, planned and goal-oriented
- an agreement has been made on practical training with the placement
- the student follows the instructions, working hours and practices of the placement

ME1205, Degree Regulations
Decree on Universities of Applied Sciences 1129/2014
Act on Universities of Applied Sciences 932/2014

HASY0514 Practical Training: 5 cr

Competence

Practical training promoting professional competence is always goal-oriented, planned, evaluated
and supervised. The aim of practical training is to initiate the student into the most important
professional tasks in work practice and to apply the skills and knowledge into practice. (Act on
Universities of Applied Sciences 932/2014). Practical training can be completed either in the
private or public sector, as an entrepreneur or in some other setting in Finland or abroad. In
addition to these instructions the faculties and degree programmes can have their own
complementary instructions on practical training.
Practical training is accepted if the following requirements are fulfilled:
- it is related to the student’s professional studies and provides an opportunity to apply the
theoretical professional skills and knowledge into practical professional tasks
- it is supervised, planned and goal-oriented
- an agreement has been made on practical training with the placement
- the student follows the instructions, working hours and practices of the placement
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ME1205, Degree Regulations
Decree on Universities of Applied Sciences 1129/2014
Act on Universities of Applied Sciences 932/2014

HASY0515 Practical Training: 5 cr

Competence

Practical training promoting professional competence is always goal-oriented, planned, evaluated
and supervised. The aim of practical training is to initiate the student into the most important
professional tasks in work practice and to apply the skills and knowledge into practice. (Act on
Universities of Applied Sciences 932/2014). Practical training can be completed either in the
private or public sector, as an entrepreneur or in some other setting in Finland or abroad. In
addition to these instructions the faculties and degree programmes can have their own
complementary instructions on practical training.
Practical training is accepted if the following requirements are fulfilled:
- it is related to the student’s professional studies and provides an opportunity to apply the
theoretical professional skills and knowledge into practical professional tasks
- it is supervised, planned and goal-oriented
- an agreement has been made on practical training with the placement
- the student follows the instructions, working hours and practices of the placement

ME1205, Degree Regulations
Decree on Universities of Applied Sciences 1129/2014
Act on Universities of Applied Sciences 932/2014

BACHELOR´S THESIS: 15.01 cr

AIOPS20PP-1009 Bachelor´s Thesis: 15 cr

OSY17160 Thesis Kick Off and Research Plan: 5 cr

Competence

Accepted research/project plan

OSY17161 Justification of Methods and Presentation of Data: 5 cr

Competence

Accepted presentation of the data and methods

OSY17162 Thesis Report and Presentation of the Completed Thesis: 5 cr

Competence

Accepted report and presentation of the thesis
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AIOPS20PP-1011 Maturity Exam: 0.01 cr

OSY17170 Maturity Exam: 0.01 cr

Competence

The maturity exam is an essay or a press release written on the topic of the thesis. In this exam
the student shows familiarisation with the field and command in Finnish or Swedish as stipulated
in the Act on Universities of Applied Sciences (1129/2014 section 7). The maturity exam is
written in the language of school education and it shows that the student has an excellent
command of the respective language as stipulated in Act 841/2003 section 15. This is marked in
the degree certificate.The student whose language of school education is not Finnish or Swedish,
but whose maturity exam in Finnish is accepted shows good oral and written language skills
(A481/2003 section 16).
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